ANTIQUE TRACTOR PULL
Entry Fee: $20.00 per hook
Two hooks per tractor
Time: Wednesday, August 5, 2020 (Time TBA)
Information and Rules: Scott Anthony at 815-404-0859
Official Tractor Judge: Scott Anthony at 815-404-0859
Rules and Regulations
1. Entries accepted at sign up table, must pay before hooking to sled. NO EXCEPTIONS
2. Tractors must be 1957 and older or production model must have started in 1957
3. Classes will be broken down by number of plows. 2 bottom, 3 bottom, 4 bottom and an exhibition class.
4. Our official judge has final say for what class your tractor can pull in.
5. Tractor must be COMPLETELY STOCK. If the official judge decides your tractor is not stock, you will be allowed to
pull in the exhibition class.
6. No payback, proceeds go to cover sled expenses.
7. Driver must have valid Driver’s License and driver under 18 years of age must be accompanied by parent or legal
guardian. – Final decision will be made by the hired company.
8. Driver must stay seated at all times during the pull. Hands on the steering wheel, throttle, hand clutch or hand
brakes at all times during the pull.
9. No riders at any time allowed.
10. Any tractor or driver found to be unsafe will forfeit their entry money and not be allowed to hook.
11. No alcoholic beverages allowed.
12. Gas, Diesel, or LP tractors allowed.
13. SPEED LIMIT...3 mph. No shifting of torques or gears allowed.
14. WEIGHTS…Factory Weights only! 2 sets of wheel weights and/or slab weights allowed. NO suitcase, or homemade
weights allowed. NO weight brackets other than factory for the year and model allowed.
15. HITCHES...Factory, unaltered drawbar for your specific tractor. Drawbar is to be no more than 18” high, center of
pin hole must measure 35” from center of rear axle, or 14” from end of PTO. Farmall H’s &M’s must pull from
original drawbar hooked to the original belly hook point. Puller is to provide a clevis with a min opening of 2.5”
bolted or pined to the drawbar.
16. TIRES...NO cut tires allowed. Steel wheels will be allowed.
17. SAFETY...Front wheels not allowed over 16” off the ground during pull. Flagman’s decision is final.
18. APPEARANCE…Tractors must maintain ORIGINAL, stock appearance. Exceptions being Alternators & Straight pipes.
19. Each puller has two attempts to pass 25-foot mark.
20. All final decisions will be made by the track officials on the day of the pulls.
We are keeping this a simple, stock, off the farm, old school, bragging rights pull. Please leave the hot rod in the shed till
noon on Wednesday. Bring out your antique tractor and come have some fun pulling against your neighbors!

